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SITE OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

Mount Clare, Maryland
location; Baltimore County, in the center of Carroll Park, off
Washington Boulavard, between Monroe Bayard Streets.
Ownership: City of Baltimore; operated by the National Society
of Colonial Dames in Maryland, Mrs. William R. Miller,
President, Mount Clare, Carroll Place, Baltimore, Maryland, 21227.
Statement of Significance
Mount Clare, erected around 1763-67, is an excellent
example of a Southern brick plantation house with superior Georgian
architectural qualities. It Is also the oldest and finest extant
colonial structure in the city of Baltimore. Mount Clare's existing
wings and hyphens, however, are reconstructions that do not follow
or resemble the original detached dependencies.
History
In 175^ John Henry Carroll built a bachelor's house on
this plantation; his cottage was probably utilized as one dependency
of the later main house, thus giving rise to tradition that Mount
Clare was built in 175^» Charles Carroll, the barrister (so-called
to distinguish him from his distant relative Charles Carroll, the
signer), and brother of John Henry, inherited the estate, and about
1763> on the occasion of his marriage, probably began the construction
of the main section of Mount Clare. * Work was still in progress on
the house in 1767. The plantation house remained in the hands of the
Carroll family until l&kQ. Between that year and the beginning of the
Civil War, all of the outbuildings^ including the two dependencies of
the main house, disappeared. During the war Mount Clare was used as
quarters for Union officers. After 1865 the house was leased by a
group of German men who used it as a German beer garden until 1890,
when the City of Baltimore purchased the structure and 70 acres of
land for a park in South Baltimore. In 1910 the City reconstructed
the two existing hyphens and wings which were then used as public
restrooms. In 1917 the National Society of Colonial Dames in Maryland took over the operation of the main house.
Mount Clare has
been repaired, restored, and redecorated from time to time, major
work being done in 19*tO. In I960 the two wings were also given to
the National Society and these have been converted into a colonial
kitchen and library.
architectural style of the house and other construction
features also support a date of 1763> rather than

Condition
Mount Clare is a two-story brick structure with a partial
basement and an attic and is k6 feet long and 36 feet deep. Ttote
south (or rear) wall is laid in all-header bond brickwork above the
water table and the other three walls are laid in an irregular
Flemish bond* The roof is gabled and there are two pair of finely
decorated brick end chimneys. The upper two-thirds of each stack is
corbelled so as to achieve a panel and cornice effect. The main facades
are interesting and different £rom each other. The north (or front)
elevation is dominated by a projecting portico with a room over it.
The room is lighted by a Palladian window and the gable roof above
the room and porch is pedimented. The portico, 18 feet wide and 8
feet deep, has four round 15jnestone columns and two half-round pilasters,
which support a classical entablature of wood. With its broad portico,
the north facade appears to be only three bays wide. Most of the windows
on the north elevation and on both gable ends have rounded wooden
lintels which are topped by segmented brick arches. All first floor
windows have nine over, nine light sash and those in the second story,
nine over six sash. The cornice on front and rear elevations is boldly
modillioned.
The south (rear or garden) facade has five bays with the
central three projecting slightly in a pavilion which is crowned by a
broad pediment. The existing lunette in the center of the pediment
is a 19th century replacement; an old painting showa an oval or circular
opening in this place. A particularly interesting feature of the south
facade is the use of colossal brick pilasters at the corners of the
pavilion and house. These pilasters are polychromatic, with lighter
bricks running down their centers, giving the effect of narrow quoins
to the edges. The windows on this elevation have rectangular wooden .
frames and flat brick;arches above. An early 19th century painting
of Mount Clare shows that the central block once had two detached
dependencies. These were simple gable-roof cottages that were built
at right angles to the main house. The reconstructed wings and hyphens
do not follow the 18th century plan or ressemble the dependencies.
The north entrance door of the main house opens into a
center hall that extends about half-way through the house. To the
left of the main hall is a separate stair hall, and to the right a
small office. The second tier of rooms, on the south side, is comprised of two large rooms, the dining room in the northwest corner
and the drawing room in the southwest portion. The walls of the first
rooms are plastered in a manner to give the effect of wooden paneling,
an interesting and ususual treatment. The chimney pieces have delicate
decorations in the Adam style and may have been added after 1783*
Thert) are simple wooden baseboards throughout and the floors are of
wide pine boards. The second floor < contains three bedrooms and the
room located over the portico. The main house is in excellent condition
and is open to visitors as a historic house exhibit.
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Mount Clare a Baltimore, Maryland
Superior Georgian architectural qualities are found in Mount
Clare (1763-1767), an excellent example of a Southern brick
plantation house. Mount Clare is a two-story brick structure
with a partial basement and an attic and is 46 feet long and
36 feet deep* The south (or rear) wall is laid in all-header
bond brickwork above the water table and the other three walls
are laid in an irregular Flemish bond. The roof is gabled and
there are two pair of finely decorated brick end chimneys. The
upper two-thirds of each stack is corbelled so as to achieve a
panel and cornice effect. The main facades are interesting and
different from each other. The north (or front) elevation is
dominated by a projecting portico with a room over it. The room
is lighted by a Pal1adian window and the gable roof above the
room and porch is pedimented. The portico, 18 feet wide and 8
feet deep, has four round limestone columns and two half-round
pilasters, which support a classical entablature of wood*
With its broad portico, the north facade appears to be only three
bays wide.
The south (rear or garden) facade has five bays with the central
three projecting slightly in a pavilion which is crowned by a
broad pediment. The existing lunette in the center of the
pediment is a 19th-century replacement; an old painting shows
an oval or circular opening in this place* A particularly
interesting feature of the south facade is the use of colossal
brick pilasters at the corners of the pavilion and house*
These pilasters are polychromatic, with lighter bricks running
down their centers, giving the effect of narrow quoins to the
edges. An early 19th-century painting of Mount Clare shows
that the central block once had two detached dependencies*
These were simple gable-roof cottages that were built at right
angles to the main house. The reconstructed wings and hyphens
do not follow the 18th-century plan or ressemble the
dependencies. The main house is in excellent condition and is
open as a historic house.
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